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CHÂTEAU DE LA CHAIZE :

FAMILY
HERITAGE
“If walls could talk…”

Acting as liaison between a prestigious past

… Château de La Chaize would tell the

and a promising future, the new owner has

story of countless generations. In fact,

great ambition for Château de La Chaize.

this stunning 17 century estate has been

Committed to expanding and enhancing the

home to the same family since it was first

remarkable vineyards on the property - in

built. The descendants of the founder,

harmony with nature - Christophe Gruy has

Jean-François de La Chaize d’Aix, have

developed a demanding ecological approach:

been its devoted caretakers for nearly three

conversion of all vineyards to organic

hundred and fifty years. In 2017, they passed

farming, including the adoption of parcel-

the estate on to the family of Christophe

based farming and grape selection. His goal?

Gruy, an entrepreneur and chairman of the

To enable Château de La Chaize wines to

Maïa Group, based in Lyon.

express the character and singularity of their terroir to the fullest.
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THE PAST

THE FOUNDER
OF THE ESTATE
Jean-François brother of Louis XIV’s confessor, better known as ‘Père Lachaise,’ was named the King’s
de la Chaize d’Aix, Lieutenant in Beaujeu, capital of the former province of Beaujolais. He immediately fell
in love with the region and in 1670, bought Château de la Douze, a medieval fortress
perched on a hillside. Alas, shortly thereafter, a violent storm caused a landslide that
destroyed the château.
“I then decided to build a larger, more majestic residence on the site, a more
modern construction,” he explains. “Thanks to my brother’s sway at court, I was
able to commission the day’s best builders, the same men chosen by the King
for Versailles: Jules-Hardouin Mansart, building architect, and André Le Nôtre,
landscape architect.” He adds proudly, adjusting his lace ruffle: “In only two
years, they created one of the most beautiful châteaux in France, if I do say so
myself.When I gave it my name, never did I imagine that Château de La Chaize
would still be standing, and admired, in the 21st century...”
(An interpretation of Jean-Francois de la Chaize d’Aix)
The château boasts classic lines and elegant proportions, based on the ‘golden ratio.’
Reflected in the large pond at the end of the entrance path lined with sculpted yew
trees and flanked by formal French gardens and a kitchen garden laid out as if spokes of
a wheel, the château stands on 1.5 hectares (3.7 acres) of landscaped grounds. In back, a
rectangular vineyard parcel slopes up the hillside, surrounded by a protective stone wall,
with remarkable exposure to sunlight year-round.
Completed in 1676, the estate was passed down from generation to generation for over
three centuries, even if the name of the owners changed: in 1735, Jean-Francois de la
Chaize’s grand-daughter, Anne-Françoise de La Chaize, married the Marquis PierreFrançois de Montaigu. No relation to Shakespeare’s Romeo Montagu. He was Louis
XV’s ambassador to Venice. Moreover, he hired as his personal secretary a curious loner by
the name of Jean-Jacques Rousseau!
In the 18th century, the Montaigu family were the ones to plant vineyards surrounding the château.The soil quality, the gradient of the slopes and exposure to sunlight
offered ideal conditions for producing fine wine.Which is exactly what they did.
CHÂTEAU BUILT
BY JEAN-FRANÇOIS
DE LA CHAIZE
IN 1676
~
ARCHITECT
JULES-HARDOUIN
MANSART
~
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
ANDRÉ LE NÔTRE
~
CHÂTEAU,
GARDENS AND WINERY
REGISTERED AS
NATIONAL HISTORICAL
MONUMENTS IN 1972

When the Marquise de Montaigu died childless in 1967, her grand-niece, Nicole Roussy
de Sales, inherited the estate. For the next fifty years, along with her husband and children,
Nicole dedicated herself to maintaining the château, improving the vineyards and
promoting Château de La Chaize wines worldwide. The château was registered a French
Historical monument in 1972.
In 2017, the guardianship of the estate was passed on to the family of Christophe Gruy.
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Introducing the château.
Portrait of a monument
founded nearly 350 years ago.
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A stroll through the formal French gardens.
Here the château serves as counterpoint to
the surrounding hills and countryside.
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THE PRESENT

A MAN WHO LOVES
A GOOD CHALLENGE
Christophe Gruy, like the founder of the estate, Jean-François de la Chaize d’Aix–a native of the Loire
department before being named seneschal of Lyon by the king–has chosen Lyon as his
adoptive city. Christophe Gruy was born in the North of France, but settled in Lyon,
taking over the reins of the Maïa Group, founded in 1908. President of the Group since
2002, he has developed a variety of enterprises within the Group’s core businesses of
construction, renewable energy and real estate. In 2017, he created the hospitality sector,
dedicated to delivering the ultimate French art de vivre. He opened the 5-star Villa
Maïa hotel in Lyon, a member of the Leading Hotels of the World, designed by architect
Jean-Michel Wilmotte and decorated by Jacques Grange. He also purchased the Valcena
cosmetics brand and then in 2017, acquired Château de La Chaize, a new jewel for the
family-run group.
“I wanted to buy vineyards, and dreamed of finding a “sleeping beauty:” a fine
but somewhat dormant wine estate to renew and revive, one located in an authentic winegrowing area and that could be an ambassador for France around
the world. I’m a builder, I love challenges…. And I love French history and our
cultural heritage. I was looking for an exceptional site. And I found it, twice over.”
Château de La Chaize is one of the most beautiful 17th century buildings in France,
built by Mansart, the architect of Versailles. It has stood the test of time, surrounded
by hills, woods and formal French gardens designed by Le Nôtre. To carry out the
restorations and revive its former glory without undermining its historical integrity,
Christophe Gruy called on Didier Repellin, head architect of the French Historical
Monuments, who has also restored the Villa Medici in Rome.
Château de La Chaize is an exceptional wine estate in terms of vineyard
qua-lity and sheer size: it covers a total of 330 hectares (815 acres),
including 285 hectares (704 acres) of contiguous land. Today, 140 hectares
(346 acres) are planted with mature grapevines.
Being environmentally responsible is a priority for me, both by personal conviction
CHRISTOPHE GRUY :
PRESIDENT OF THE
FAMILY RUN MAÏA GROUP,
FONDED IN 1908
~
ACQUISITION
OF CHÂTEAU
DE LA CHAIZE
IN 2017
~
A 350-HECTARE ESTATE :
INCLUDING 150 HECTARES
OF VINEYARDS
~
RESTORATION WORK ON
THE CHÂTEAU
BY DIDIER REPELLIN, HEAD
ARCHITECTE
FOR THE FRENCH HISTORIC
MONUMENTS

and professional interest. Focusing especially on the development of renewable
energies, I have launched a transformation of the estate using an ecological approach.
We have set four objectives: transitioning the entire vineyard to organic farming,
becoming self-sufficient in electric and thermal energy, using electric-only machines
and equipment, and recycling every by-product of the winemaking business as part
of a “zero waste” strategy.
I see myself as a liaison, passing down authenticity from a prestigious past to a bright
future. I want Château de La Chaize to be heralded, once again, as one of the most
beautiful wine-producing estates in France.”
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A glimpse of the enclosed vineyard.
Protected by the Château walls,
planted on a slope for ideal exposure 9
to sunlight.

The flowering kitchen garden,
bursting with every shape and color.
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THE FUTURE

A MAN
OF GRAPES
AND WINE
Boris Gruy, like Jean-François de la Chaize d’Aix, grew up in the Loire. His passion is plants,
which he studies and experiments with in all their myriad forms: grain crops, market
gardening, tree crops. He even farms his own land in the Jura region, where he
grows organic vegetables. He decided to specialize in viticulture while at school,
completing his studies in Beaune and at the University of Dijon. In Dijon, he did
fieldwork a l ongside P i erre-Jean V i lla, a R h one V alley w i nemaker a n d a d vocate o f
natural farming.
In 2017, Boris, a 30-year-old winemaking specialist, took over as manager of
Château de La Chaize wine estate, acquired by his uncle Christophe Gruy: “It’s
an exceptional vineyard! It boasts truly outstanding growing conditions. Most of the
parcels face South-East, the soil quality is rich in granite and diorite, the vineyards are
on a slope with 200 meters of gradient between the highest and lowest rows of
grapevines, and the estate’s 160 hectares (395 acres) of woods create a natural
protective barrier while contributing to a balanced ecosystem.”
Originally, Château de La Chaize’s 99 hectares (245 acres) of contiguous
Brouilly vineyards already made it one of the largest estates in the region,
where the average vineyard is about 9 hectares (22 acres). By adding a few
hectares (99 acres) in Côte-de-Brouilly, and Fleurie, the estate continues to
grow to 150 hectares (370 acres), including 140 hectares (346 acres) of red wine
grapes (Gamay) and around 10 hectares (24 acres) of white. Boris Gruy didn’t
pick the number 150 out of a hat. This acreage meets the winery’s optimal
production capacity of 3,500 ‘ouvrées’ a measure corresponding to the surface
area of vineyard that a winemaker can farm in one day, equivalent to 4.28 acres
(428 m2).
By stepping up to manage the estate, Boris Gruy takes on an extensive project:
earning HVE (High Environmental Value) certification and transitioning the
entire vineyard to organic viticulture, a first step on the path to his ultimate goal,
biodynamic viticulture. To reach these ambitious objectives, he has brought on
A 150-HECTARES
VINEYARD: BROUILLY,
CÔTE-DE-BROUILLY, AND
FLEURIE APPELLATIONS,
INCLUDING 99 HECTARES
CONTIGUOUS HECTARES (245 ACRES)OF
BROUILLY
~

board a group of skilled and passionate people.
With his team, he has initiated major changes in the vineyard as well as in the cellar,
in order to optimize the winemaking process. This includes renovating the facilities,
updating the equipment, and calling on exceptional craftsmen, especially coopers.
“The key to our project are the men and women.Together, we can move mountains!”

RICH SOILS:
GRANITE- AND DIORITE
~
EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT:
SOUTH-WEST FOR 80%
OF THE GRAPEVINES
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Stimulate your senses in Brouilly.
At the heart of Château de La Chaize wines.
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The vineyards marching into the distance.
Authentic French heritage.
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THE VINES:
TRANSITIONING
TO ORGANIC
VITICULTURE

The transition to organic, and eventually biodynamic, viticulture is a long-term
commitment. The transforming and restructuring the grapevines takes about twelve
years. Some of the oldest grapevines – planted up to a hundred years ago in the 1900s
– will be preserved while others will be replaced, where necessary.
The top soil and subsoil of each parcel have been analyzed by renowned agronomists,
Lydia and Claude Bourguignon.
“This study is vital for profiling the geological and biological nature of the
soil and identifying, for each of the estate’s vineyard sites, the various parcels,”
explains Boris Gruy.
“Each parcel has been equipped with a connected weather station; these provide specific
temperature, rainfall and wind speed measurements, enabling us to take the right action
at the right time.
As part of restructuring, we are changing our vine training system from the gobletstyle to double cordon pruning. By trellising the new grapevines, we will be able to
implement mechanical tillage and pruning in our vineyards.
We have planted hedges between parcels to form passageways for animals going from one wood to another,
promoting biodiversity while maintaining a balanced ecosystem.
The grapes are picked entirely by hand, employing 190 people for three weeks every
year, including 23 permanent estate workers. In the past, the grapes were harvested in
large stainless-steel bins. Today, to avoid crushing the grapes, which results in premature
oxidation of the juice during transport, these bins have been replaced by small vented
crates. We now transport 13 kg of grapes per container, instead of 800 kg.”
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Observing the environment.
The keystone of Château de La Chaize wines.
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Being aware
of the passing of time.
Now, then, tomorrow.
That which is timeless.
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WINEMAKING:
A PARCEL-BASED
APPROACH

Christophe and Boris Gruy are relentless advocates of authenticity and traceability in
the winemaking process at Château de La Chaize.
This philosophy dictates a parcel-based approach. Each parcel, demarcated according to
vineyard site and identified by soil analysis, undergoes a separate winemaking process
in order to express its character and distinctiveness. The estate has around 20 such
vineyard sites, located in the Brouilly, Côte-de-Brouilly, and Fleurie appellations.
“Knowing exactly where the grapes were grown enables us to refine the winemaking process for each parcel, taking into account soil type, slope gradient and
exposure to sunlight,” points out Boris Gruy.
“To enhance ecological and quality standards, we practice non-interventionist
winemaking, keeping enological inputs to a strict minimum. We work with yeasts
– known as the ‘bloom’ – found naturally on the grapes. We have also invested in
equipment that has low impact in winemaking, including the latest generation of wine
hoses and pumps.”
This parcel-based approach has led to major technical transformations.
“In the winery, we have installed new stainless-steel vats and added concrete vats that
allow us to vinify our grapes two different ways. These vats are all tronconic, with
slanted sides, similar to the old wooden vats that have been used on the estate since
the beginning. These vats increase the contact area between the wine and the grape
pomace and provide gentler, more substantial extraction when making red wine.We are
replacing the horizontal pneumatic press with a more modern press, which also uses less
water for cleaning, and we are adding a vertical press reserved for the most outstanding
parcel batches.To prepare the freshly picked grapes, we have a manual sorting table, that
is backed up by a mechanical sorter, a rarity in Beaujolais.”
- Château de La Chaize has a 108-meter long cellar, making it one of the
largest built in the 18th century.
“To progressively renew our 57 foudres – large aging vats – we brought in several
highly skilled coopers, including: Dargaud and Jaeglé, Rousseau, Seguin Moreau, and
Taransaud. Three sizes of foudres, 30, 60 and 90 hectoliters – allow us to adapt to the
different volumes produced by the individual parcels.”
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Heading down to the cellar.
A contemporary take on exceptional architecture.
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Working on the grapevines.
Sustainable restructuring.
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Pliquia exerchita poreium

THE CUVÉES:
DISTINCTIVE
CHARACTER

Since 2017, Château de La Chaize has developed a range of cuvées, all developed
with parcel-based winemaking.
There are three blended cuvées from the Brouilly, Côte de brouilly, Fleurie and Pouilly-Fuissé appellation.
The three single-parcel cuvées are named after their respective vineyard sites:
"La Chaize" in the Brouilly appellation and Côte-de-Brouilly, called
“Brûlhier” in the Côte-de-Brouilly appellation.

TRANSITIONING
THE VINEYARDS
TO ORGANIC
~
PARCEL-BASED
APPROACH
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OUR AOCS
AND VINEYARD
SITES
Brouilly
Les Clous - Monopole
Combiliaty
La Chaize (Clos)
Saburin
Moulin Favre
Vers les Pins - Monopole
Les Frairies - Monopole
Les Lions - Monopole
Les Caboches - Monopole
Pré du Château - Monopole
La Grange des Bois - Monopole

Côte-de-Brouilly
Chavannes
Côte-de-Brouilly, called "Brûlhier"
La Croix Dessaigne
L'Héronde

Fleurie
Les Grands Fers
La Madone
Champagne
La Chapelle des Bois (Clos)
Les Raclets
Pied d'Aroux
Les Déduits
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Contemplating our woodland acreage.
A natural habitat that promotes biodiversity.
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Wine tasting.
A new day dawns
at Château de La Chaize.
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BROUILLY
2017
100% Gamay Noir
Blended cuvée
Single parcel vinification

2017 Vintage Summary
After a cold, dry January, the months of February and March were fairly warm and damp, leading to
a relatively early bud break in late March/early April. The growing season got off to a fast start thanks
to early April sunshine. However, like in 2016, the end of April cooled down with near-freezing
temperatures, rain and strong winds.
The weather finally turned warmer mid-May, reaching summer-like temperatures.
By the end of May, flowering had begun (an early start, similar to our 2015 vintage).
We experienced a very quick flowering... often the first sign of great things to come.
June and July were very hot and dry leading into a period of stormy weather, so our grapes began
ripening under grey skies. The grapevines then suffered from significant water stress in August.
Luckily, rains came to the rescue in the last days of the month.
September began with exceptionally cool conditions, perfect for our pickers who harvested the grapes
at peak ripeness.

Cuvée

Soil

Aging

"Brouilly" is a blend of a selection

70% in temperature-controlled stainless

of our vineyard sites, located around

steel tanks and 30% in in large wooden

the château.

vats (foudres)

Deep granite

Grapevine age
30 years (average)

Harvest
Hand picking in 13kg crates

Winemaking process

Tasting notes
Color: deep magenta red
Nose: cherries, dried rose petals
Palate: light, silky tannins.
A well balanced wine.

Vinification: parcel based,
50% semi-carbonic maceration
and 50% Burgundian (destemmed),
pump overs without punch down
Type of yeast: natural
Duration of vatting: 14 days
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FLEURIE
2018
100% Gamay Noir
Blended cuvée
Single parcel vinification

The 2018 vintage – Early ripening with full maturity

February 2018 was characterized by periods of snow on the plain and a cold spell between February 25th
and 28th following a month of January that was exceptionally mild and damp. After severe frost on March

1st, wintery weather prevailed between the 17th and 23rd, resulting in record diurnal lows during the

second half of the month. We also experienced record precipitation in March, meaning very little sunshine.
Temperatures were predominantly mild in April however, with a period of warmer weather between the
18th and the 22nd. April 20th and 21st were the warmest days in France with an average high of 27°C/80.6°
F on the 21st. April 2018 therefore ranks third among the warmest months of April on record since 1900,
behind 2007 (3.6°C/38.5°F higher) and 2011 (3.3°C/ 37.9°F higher).
However, this warmth did not mask what had been persistent since the beginning of the year - rainfall that
had been frequent and abundant for several months. Downy mildew was a particular threat in 2018 with
severe outbreaks virtually throughout the vineyards, which put our first year of organic viticulture trials to
the test. Fortunately, the heat reasserted itself during the summer. July 2018 was the 4th hottest month of
July on record since 1959, after those of 2006, 1983 and 2015.
The first ten days of August saw heat-wave conditions with average temperatures 5.1°C/41.1°F higher than
usual. The end of the month was less stifling though still above seasonal norms. August 2018 was the 3rd
hottest month of August on record since 1959, though far below that of 2003 and just behind that of 1991.
As the saying goes, “Août fait le moût”, and thanks to less rainfall and exceptional sunshine, the quality of
the grapes’ juices was guaranteed.
This particularly dry summer greatly compensated for the spring’s excessive storms, allowing us to pick
grapes that were perfectly healthy and ripe as early as September 3rd.
2018 therefore follows in the tradition of the rather solar 2009, 2011, 2015 and 2017 vintages, boasting
remarkable lusciousness, balance and excellent cellaring potential.

Winemaking process

Cuvée

Vinification: parcel based, 50% whole clusters,
50% destemmed, pump overs without punch down
Type of yeast: natural
Duration of vatting: 14 days

"Fleurie" is a blend of a selection of vineyard
sites located in the Fleurie appellation.

Soil

Granite

Grapevine age
40 years (average)

Harvest
Hand picking in 13kg crates

Scores
Wine Spectator - 91/100
Wine Enthusiast - 92/100
Wine&Spirits - 90/100

Aging
100% in large wooden vats (foudres)

Tasting notes
Color: Ruby red with purple highlights
Nose: Beautyful balance between ripe red fruits
and ethereal floral notes
Palate: A remarkable finesse, silky tannins,
persistent notes of red fruits, freshness and
spices.
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CÔTE DE BROUILLY
2018
100% Gamay Noir
Blended cuvée
Single parcel vinification

The 2018 vintage – Early ripening with full maturity

After February 2018 was characterized by periods of snow on the plain and a cold spell between February
25th and 28th following a month of January that was exceptionally mild and damp. After severe frost on
March 1st, wintery weather prevailed between the 17th and 23rd, resulting in record diurnal lows during
the second half of the month. We also experienced record precipitation in March, meaning very little
sunshine. Temperatures were predominantly mild in April however, with a period of warmer weather
between the 18th and the 22nd. April 20th and 21st were the warmest days in France with an average high
of 27°C/80.6°F on the 21st. April 2018 therefore ranks third among the warmest months of April on record
since 1900, behind 2007 (3.6°C/38.5°F higher) and 2011 (3.3°C/ 37.9°F higher).
However, this warmth did not mask what had been persistent since the beginning of the year - rainfall that
had been frequent and abundant for several months. Downy mildew was a particular threat in 2018 with
severe outbreaks virtually throughout the vineyards, which put our first year of organic viticulture trials to
the test. Fortunately, the heat reasserted itself during the summer. July 2018 was the 4th hottest month of
July on record since 1959, after those of 2006, 1983 and 2015.
The first ten days of August saw heat-wave conditions with average temperatures higher than usual. The
end of the month was less stifling though still above seasonal norms. August 2018 was the 3rd hottest
month of August on record since 1959, though far below that of 2003 and just behind that of 1991. As the
saying goes,
“Août fait le moût”, and thanks to less rainfall and exceptional sunshine, the quality of the grapes’ juices
was guaranteed. This particularly dry summer greatly compensated for the spring’s excessive storms,
allowing us to pick grapes that were perfectly healthy and ripe as early as September 3rd.
2018 therefore follows in the tradition of the rather solar 2009, 2011, 2015 and 2017 vintages, boasting
remarkable lusciousness, balance and excellent cellaring potential.

Cuvée
"Côte de Brouilly" is a blend of a selection of
our vineyard sites, located on the famous Mont
Brouilly mountain.

Soil

Granite & blue stones

Grapevine age
50 years old

Harvest

Aging
50% in stainless steel tanks
large wooden vats (foudres)

and

50%

in in

Tasting notes
Color: Dark and intense red ruby.
Nose: Ripe black fruits, spices.
Palate: Aromatic extent on black fruits. Enveloping
and warm tannins without astringency. Greedy
and mature.

Hand picking in 13kg crates

Winemaking process
Vinification: parcel based, 10% whole clusters,
90% destemmed, pump overs and punch down
Type of yeast: natural
Duration of vatting: 14 days
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Vineyard site of
LA CHAIZE - Monopole
BROUILLY
2017

100% Gamay Noir
Single-parcel cuvée

2017 Vintage Summary
After a cold, dry January, the months of February and March were fairly warm and damp, leading to
a relatively early bud break in late March/early April. The growing season got off to a fast start thanks
to early April sunshine. However, like in 2016, the end of April cooled down with near-freezing
temperatures, rain and strong winds.
The weather finally turned warmer mid-May, reaching summer-like temperatures.
By the end of May, flowering had begun (an early start, similar to our 2015 vintage).
We experienced a very quick flowering... often the first sign of great things to come.
June and July were very hot and dry leading into a period of stormy weather, so our grapes began
ripening under grey skies. The grapevines then suffered from significant water stress in August.
Luckily, rains came to the rescue in the last days of the month.
September began with exceptionally cool conditions, perfect for our pickers who harvested the grapes
at peak ripeness.

Cuvée
Single-parcel cuvée (monopole), from one
of the 11 vineyard sites belonging

Aging
100% in large wooden vats (foudres)

Technical notes

to Château de La Chaize estate within

Degree: 13.44 %

the Brouilly appellation.

Total acidity: 4.19 g/l H2S04

Exceptional steep hillside,

pH : 3.33

located behind the Château.

SO2 total: 81 mg/l

South-east exposure.

Residual sugar: 0.4 g/l

Soil

Tasting notes
Deep beds of granite

Grapevine age
Ranges from 50 to 115 years old

Harvest
Hand picking in 13kg crates

Winemaking process

Color: Intense, ruby red.
Nose: Shimmering scents of lily and violets,
notes of Meched black cherries,
and black pepper.
Palate: Fruity with a delicate and satisfying
finish. The porphyroid granite exudes

Vinification: parcel-based,

a hint of sun-baked stones. Lovely aftertaste.

Burgundian (destemmed) 90%,

Improves with age.

pump overs without punch down
Type of yeast: natural
Duration of vatting: 14 days
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Vineyard site of
Côte de Brouilly,
called “BRÛLHIER”
CÔTE DE BROUILLY
2017

100% Gamay Noir
Single-parcel cuvée

2017 Vintage Summary
After a cold, dry January, the months of February and March were fairly warm and damp, leading to
a relatively early bud break in late March/early April. The growing season got off to a fast start thanks
to early April sunshine. However, like in 2016, the end of April cooled down with near-freezing
temperatures, rain and strong winds.
The weather finally turned warmer mid-May, reaching summer-like temperatures.
By the end of May, flowering had begun (an early start, similar to our 2015 vintage).
We experienced a very quick flowering... often the first sign of great things to come.
June and July were very hot and dry leading into a period of stormy weather, so our grapes began
ripening under grey skies. The grapevines then suffered from significant water stress in August.
Luckily, rains came to the rescue in the last days of the month.
September began with exceptionally cool conditions, perfect for our pickers who harvested the grapes
at peak ripeness.

Cuvée
Single-parcel cuvée, from one of the
3 vineyard sites belonging to

Aging
100% in large wooden vats (foudres)

Technical notes

Château de La Chaize estate within the

Degree: 13.62 %

Côte de Brouilly appellation.

Total acidity: 4.08 g/l H2S04

Soil/Topography

pH : 3.36

The vineyard site of Côte de Brouilly,

SO2 total: 70 mg/l

called “Brûlhier” (0.5 hectares) grows on

Residual sugar: 1.8 g/l

the south facing slope of Mont Brouilly.

Tasting notes

The soil is on a shallow bed of diorite,

Color: Intense ruby red.

also called “blue stone”.

Nose: Cherries, tobacco, flint stone.

Its grapevines are planted at between

Palate: Supple attack, balanced by tart notes.

400 and 425 meters of altitude, facing full

Well-defined tannic structure provides

south with an average gradient of 28%.

nice body. A Grand Reserve wine.

Grapevine age
Ranges from 50 to 115 years old

Harvest
Hand picking in 13kg crates

Winemaking process
Vinification : parcel-based,
Burgundian (destemmed) 90%,
pump overs without punch down
Yeast type: natural
Duration of vatting: 14 days
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POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2018
100% Chardonnay
Blended cuvée

The 2018 vintage – Early ripening with full maturity

February 2018 was characterized by periods of snow on the plain and a cold spell between February 25th and
28th following a month of January that was exceptionally mild and damp. After severe frost on March 1st,

wintery weather prevailed between the 17th and 23rd, resulting in record diurnal lows during the second half
of the month. We also experienced record precipitation in March, meaning very little sunshine.

Temperatures were predominantly mild in April however, with a period of warmer weather between the 18th
and the 22nd. April 20th and 21st were the warmest days in France with an average high of 27°C/80.6°F on the

21st. April 2018 therefore ranks third among the warmest months of April on record since 1900, behind 2007
(3.6°C/38.5°F higher) and 2011 (3.3°C/ 37.9°F higher).
However, this warmth did not mask what had been persistent since the beginning of the year - rainfall that
had been frequent and abundant for several months. Downy mildew was a particular threat in 2018 with

severe outbreaks virtually throughout the vineyards, which put our first year of organic viticulture trials to
the test. Fortunately, the heat reasserted itself during the summer. July 2018 was the 4th hottest month of July
on record since 1959, after those of 2006, 1983 and 2015.
The first ten days of August saw heat-wave conditions with average temperatures higher than usual. The end
of the month was less stifling though still above seasonal norms. August 2018 was the 3rd hottest month of
August on record since 1959, though far below that of 2003 and just behind that of 1991. As the saying goes,
“Août fait le moût”, and thanks to less rainfall and exceptional sunshine, the quality of the grapes’ juices was
guaranteed. This particularly dry summer greatly compensated for the spring’s excessive storms, allowing us
to pick grapes that were perfectly healthy and ripe as early as September 3rd.
2018 therefore follows in the tradition of the rather solar 2009, 2011, 2015 and 2017 vintages, boasting
remarkable lusciousness, balance and excellent cellaring potential.

Cuvée

Winemaking process
"Pouilly-Fuissé" is a blend of a
selection of vineyard sites, aged at
Château de La Chaize.

Soil

Clay and limestone

Grapevine age
50 years (average)

Harvest
Hand picking

Scores

Wine Enthusiast - 90/100

Traditional (17°C/62,6 °F)
No malolactic fermentation

Aging
50% in large wooden vats (foudres) and
50%
in
temperature-controlled stainless
steel tanks

Tasting notes
Color: Bright green gold
Nose: Intense on citrus and iodine, beautiful
underlying floral expression
Palate: Remarkable balance between ampleness
and minerality, yellow fruits and spices.
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